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ABSTRACT: The objective of this study was to assess whether an increasing severity of sleep

apnoea is associated with increased all-cause mortality hazards and to assess whether the

syndrome is associated with excess mortality, in comparison with the general population.

Participants included 14,589 adult males, aged 20–93 yrs, referred to the sleep clinics with

suspected sleep apnoea or diagnosed with sleep apnoea.

Altogether, 372 deaths were recorded after a median follow-up of 4.6 yrs. The crude all-cause

mortality rate was 5.55/1,000 patient yrs, increasing with apnoea severity. Cox proportional

analysis revealed that both respiratory disturbance index (RDI) and body mass index significantly

influenced all-cause mortality hazard but there was no interaction between them. Males with

respiratory disturbance index .30 had a significantly higher mortality hazard rate than the

reference group of males with RDI f10. Comparing mortality rates of males with moderate/severe

sleep apnoea to the general population revealed that only males aged ,50 yrs showed an excess

mortality rate.

The hazard of mortality in sleep apnoea increases with apnoea severity as indexed by

respiratory disturbance index. Moderate and severe levels of sleep apnoea are moderately

associated with an increased risk of all-cause mortality, in comparison with the general

population, particularly in males aged ,50 yrs. The lack of information about possible confounders

and treatment effects should be taken into consideration in the interpretation of these results.
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T
here is a large body of evidence linking
obstructive sleep apnoea (OSA) syndrome
with atherogenic processes [1–4], cardio-

vascular morbidity, in particular with hyperten-
sion [5–11], as well as with vehicle accidents and
work-related accidents [12–13]. Although there
have been reports of increased rates of mortality
in sleep apnoea patients [14–16], these reports,
based on small groups, did not examine the
contributing role of obesity, nor the relationship
with the severity of sleep apnoea syndrome. In
this investigation, these questions were ad-
dressed by conducting a follow-up mortality
study in a large cohort of males clinically
evaluated by polysomnography because of sus-
pected sleep apnoea syndrome. The relative
mortality rates of these patients were also com-
pared with the general male population in Israel.

METHODS
Subjects and data
During the study period (from January 1, 1991 to
January 1, 2000), the Technion Sleep Medicine

Center, Haifa, Israel, comprised four sleep clinics
with a total of 24 beds with recording equipment.
Patients, referred because of sleep-related
complaints, were clinically interviewed and
examined by overnight polysomnography. The
recordings included electroencephalogram,
electro-oculogram, electromyogram and meas-
urements of respiratory effort by a respiratory
belt (SLP, Tel-Aviv, Israel), nasal-oral airflow by
thermistors (SLP), and arterial oxygen saturation
by a finger oximeter (Nonin, Plymouth, MN,
USA). All clinics used the same recording
equipment. Experienced technicians scored sleep
records for sleep stages and respiratory events.
Respiratory disturbance index (RDI) was calcu-
lated by dividing the total number of apnoeas
plus hypopnoeas by hours of sleep. Respiratory
disturbance index showed year-to-year stability
with yearly means ranging 23–25 events?h-1. The
present analysis is based on data of adult males
aged .20 yrs who underwent a whole-night
sleep study because of symptoms suggestive of
sleep apnoea, or with a laboratory finding of RDI
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.10. As the number of females investigated was considerably
lower than males, this study focuses on mortality of males
only. The local human subject ethics committee approved the
study.

Mortality
Each participant’s personal identification (ID) number (a
unique 9-digit number assigned to every Israeli citizen) was
used to collect mortality information from the computerised
files of the Ministry of the Interior. Identification numbers of
all participants who were studied in the sleep clinic after
January 1, 1991 and before 31 August 31, 2000 were searched
and date of death for participants who died were obtained. In
addition to the vital status, the registry includes the following
information: sex, date of birth, date, place and cause of death.
The cause of death that was assigned according to the
international classification of diseases-9th edition was avail-
able only for 61% of the deceased patients. Analysis of the
specific causes of death will be performed at a later date.

Analytical methods
To examine the association between RDI, body mass index
(BMI; weight (kg)/height (m)2) and all-cause mortality,
patients were stratified into three BMI groups, based on the
National Center of Health statistics categories [17], and five
RDI groups. The BMI categories included: recommended
weight (BMI 20.7–27.7), overweight (BMI 27.8–31.0) and
obesity (BMI o31.0). The RDI groups included: f10 (non-
OSA), 11–20 (mild), 21–30 (mild–moderate), 31–40 (moderate)
and .40 (severe). From among the participants in the study a
group of 195 underweight males (BMI ,20.7), one of whom
died, were not included in this analysis. Crude mortality rates
were calculated for cross-classified BMI6RDI groups by
means of the number of deaths per 1,000 patient-yrs. Next,
the Cox proportional Hazards model was used to calculate
hazard ratios and the corresponding 95% confidence intervals
(95% CI) for increasing RDI categories. Hazard ratios were
adjusted for age and BMI. Males with RDI f10 were used as a
reference category. The proportional hazards assumption was
verified by plotting the log of the negative log of the estimated
survival functions against log time.

Patients’ relative mortality rates were compared with the
general population by computing person years at risk of death
in 10-yr age groups (20–29, 30–39, 40–49, 50–59, 60–69 and
o70 yrs) from males with a laboratory finding of RDI .30.
This cut-off value was selected because categories of RDI .30
were associated with significantly higher mortality hazards
than the reference group of males with RDI f10. Similar
analysis was performed for males with RDI .50 and RDI ,30.
The age distribution of the Israeli male population and
mortality data extracted from the annual statistical reports
for the same period were used as a reference group for the
relative mortality rates analysis. To compare any two specific
rates, a Poisson regression model for aggregate data was
employed.

RESULTS
The survival status of 14,589 males with at least normal weight
was ascertained, encompassing 90% of the total number of
adult males that were eligible for this study. Altogether, 10%
were lost to follow-up because ID numbers necessary for
tracking data were missing or mistaken. Of the 14,589 males,
the RDI and/or BMI of 736 patients were unknown and they
were not included in the analysis. Mean age at sleep
examination was 48.4 yrs (SD 12.3, range 20-93). The
mean¡SD of BMI was 28.8¡4.8 kg?m-2 (range 21–64), and
mean¡SD RDI was 25.7¡21.4 events?h-1 (median 20).
Median¡SD follow-up period was 4.6¡2.2 yrs (interquartile
range: 3.0–6.3 yrs; mean: 4.7 yrs). Prior to September 1, 2000,
2.6% of the males (n5372) died. The RDI and/or BMI of nine of
the deceased males were unknown. In regard to the deceased
males, the mean¡SD age when examined was 61.0¡12.5; the
mean¡SD age at death was 62.4¡13.1 yrs. The total number of
observed patient yrs was 65,014. Table 1 shows demographic
data in the five RDI categories.

The crude all-cause mortality rate was 5.55/1,000 patient-yrs,
and increased with RDI (p,0.009 for trend; table 2). The
highest mortality rate (11.47/1,000 patients-yrs) was observed
in the obese group (BMI o31.0) with RDI .40. Regression
analysis revealed a significant linear increase in crude
mortality in males at their recommended weight (test for
trend p,0.02), and for the obese (p,0.05). A borderline

TABLE 1 Descriptive data of the 13,853 patients investigated in the Technion Sleep Medicine Center during 1991–2000 by five
respiratory disturbance index (RDI) categories

Total RDI

f10 11–20 21–30 31–40 .40

Cases n 13853 3227 4154 2601 1204 2667

Median RDI 20 (11–33) 7 15 24 35 59

Age at examination yrs 48.4¡12.3 44.7¡12.3 48.1¡12.0 50.5¡12.0 51.2¡11.6 50.3¡12.0

BMI kg?m-2 28.8¡4.8 26.9¡3.6 28.0¡4.2 29.0¡4.6 29.6¡4.6 31.8¡5.5

Number died# 363 (2.6) 34 (1.1) 88 (2.1) 65 (2.5) 50 (4.1) 126 (4.7)

Age at examination for deceased yrs 59.7¡13.1 56.5¡14.3 60.6¡12.5 62.3¡11.7 64.2¡11.8 60.0¡12.6

Age at death yrs 62.4¡13.1 59.1¡14.5 64.0¡12.3 65.6¡12.1 67.8¡12.4 62.9¡12.6

Data are presented as mean¡SD, as n (%) or as n (interquartile range). BMI: body mass index. #: nine of the deceased patients did not have BMI and/or RDI and are not

included.
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significant linear trend was found for the overweight
(p,0.08).

In the Cox model, in which RDI and BMI were used as
continuous variables, both were statistically significant (RDI:
Chi-squared540.35, p50.0001; BMI: Chi-squared510.44,
p50.001), without a significant interaction between them
(Chi-squared50.37, p50.54). Using RDI as a categorical
variable in comparing a group of males with RDI 11–20 to a
reference group of males with RDI f10 revealed that males in
the RDI 11–20 group had a mortality hazard 52% higher than
the reference group; the BMI and age-adjusted mortality
hazard rate for the group with an RDI of 21–30 was higher
than that of the reference group by 34%. These hazard rates fell
short of statistical significance after Bonferroni adjustment for
multiple comparisons (fig. 1). The age and the BMI-adjusted
hazard ratio for males with an RDI of 31–40 was 2.13 (95% CI,
1.36–3.34); for males with RDI .40 it was 2.59 (95% CI, 1.73–
3.87). Both hazard rates remained significant after adjustment
for multiple comparisons. Regression analysis revealed a
significant linear increase in mortality hazards with RDI
(p,0.01 for trend).

To determine if the association of sleep apnoea with mortality
was influenced by possible chronic illness at the time of
diagnosis, the analysis was repeated after removing 428 males
followed for ,1 yr, of whom 65 died during the sleep study.
This revised analysis revealed nearly identical results. The
hazard ratios, adjusted for age and BMI, were 2.18 (95% CI,
1.33–3.57) and 2.49 (1.59–3.89) for males with RDI 31–40 and
RDI .40, which remained significant after adjustment for
multiple comparisons. As for the original cohort, there was a
significant linear increase in mortality hazard with RDI
(p,0.04).

Relative morality rates
From the entire population of 13,853 males, an RDI .30
characterised 3,871 (27.23%) of patients, of whom 185 (4.78%)
died by August 31, 2000. Age adjusted all-cause mortality rate
was no higher in males with RDI .30 than the general male

population (0.91; 95% CI, 0.79–1.05), but there was evidence of
a different mortality rate in the three age groups (Chi-
squared537.41, p,0.0001). Age-specific analysis revealed that
relative mortality monotonically decreased with age. Only
males aged 20–29 yrs had a significantly higher mortality rate
than their counterparts in the general population (fig. 2). Their
relative mortality rate was 5.84 (95% CI, 1.45–23.42). Males
aged 30–49 yrs had mortality rates that were higher than the
general population, but of borderline statistical significance
and males aged 50–79 had relative mortality rates that were
close to the general population. Males aged o80 yrs had
mortality rates significantly higher than the general population
(1.92; 95% CI, 1.19–3.09). The significance level adjusted for
multiple comparisons was 0.007. Linear regression analysis

TABLE 2 Crude mortality rates per 1,000 patient-yrs based
on data from 13,853 patients investigated in the
Technion Sleep Medicine Center during
1991–2000, for three body mass index (BMI)
categories and five respiratory disturbance index
(RDI) categories

RDI (median) BMI kg?m-2

Recommended

weight

Overweight Obese Total

All 4.77 4.79 7.64 5.55

f10 (7) 2.29 0.83 4.31 2.19

11–20 (15) 3.80 4.44 6.48 4.52

21–30 (24) 6.08 4.80 3.88 5.10

31–40 (35) 9.23 8.47 7.86 8.57

o40 (59) 10.30 7.79 11.47 10.22

p-value for trend 0.02 0.08 0.05 0.009
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FIGURE 1. The association of age and body mass index-adjusted hazards of

all-cause mortality with respiratory disturbance index (RDI) category referenced to

RDI f10 for the entire cohort (e) and for males followed for at least 1 yr (¤). - - - :

95% confidence intervals of the entire cohort. *: p,0.05; **: p,0.01; ***:

p,0.0001; p-values refer to both analysis and adjusted for multiple comparison

0.01.
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FIGURE 2. Relative all-cause mortality rates and 95% confidence intervals (CI)

by 10-yr age groups in males with respiratory disturbance index .30 referenced to

the corresponding mortality rates in the general population in Israel. - - - : 95% CI.

**: p,0.01; #: p,0.007; p-values adjusted for multiple comparisons 0.007.
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revealed a negative trend that bordered on statistical sig-
nificance (p,0.06).

Similar findings resulted in an analysis restricted to males with
even more severe sleep apnoea (RDI .50; fig. 3). This RDI
characterised 1,909 patients of whom 95 (4.97%) died. The age-
adjusted mortality rate of males with RDI .50 was slightly
higher than the general population (1.11; 95% CI, 0.91–1.36) but
this difference was not statistically significant. As before, there
was a significantly different rate for the three age groups (Chi-
squared538.18, p,0.0001). Males aged 20–29 yrs had a relative
mortality rate of 9.8 (95% CI, 2.44–39.25); males aged 30–39 yrs
had a relative mortality rate of 3.12 (95% CI, 1.17–8.35); males
aged 40–49 yrs had a relative mortality rate of 1.89 (95% CI,
1.04–3.44). Males aged o50 did not have any excess mortality.
Linear regression analysis revealed a significantly negative
trend (p,0.04).

In contrast to the above results, there was no excess mortality
in patients with RDI ,30 (fig. 4). This RDI characterised 9,982
patients, of whom 187 died (1.87%). The age-adjusted mortality
rate of males with RDI f30 was lower than that of the general
population (0.51; 95% CI, 0.43–0.60) but there was evidence
of a different rate ratio in the different age groups (Chi-
squared513.08, p,0.001). Two age groups aged 50–59 and 60–
69 yrs had relative morality rates lower than the general
population (0.52, 95% CI, 0.38–0.72 and 0.45, 95% CI, 0.34–0.59).

DISCUSSION
This paper describes the largest, by far, mortality follow-up
study of males with sleep apnoea, encompassing a wide range
of severities. Patients were investigated in four clinics in the
same Sleep Medicine Center, using the same recording
equipment and data analysis methodologies. The main find-
ings are that an increasing severity of sleep apnoea was
associated with a moderate increase in all-cause mortality
hazards after adjustment for age and BMI, that this was
particularly evident in moderate-to-severe RDI categories, and
that only males aged ,50 yrs with severe sleep apnoea had

excess mortality rates in comparison with their counterparts in
the general population. BMI, a known mortality risk factor [18,
19], was significantly associated with mortality hazard but
there was no interaction between BMI and RDI. This suggests
that sleep apnoea and body weight have at least partially
independent influences on all-cause mortality.

In the analysis of mortality hazard resulting from sleep apnoea,
only age and BMI were controlled for. Other potential
confounding factors that could affect the risk of mortality,
most importantly patients’ clinical condition at the time of
diagnosis, and treatment of the syndrome, were not controlled
in the study. The analysis was repeated after removing all
patients followed for ,1 yr, in order to minimise the influence
of including patients who were chronically ill at the time of
diagnosis, and obtained identical results. But this did not
provide an adequate control for the possible differences in
medical history between patients with different severities
of sleep apnoea. It is well-documented that by the time of
diagnosis, sleep apnoea patients display a high rate of
cardiovascular morbidity that significantly increases with
apnoea severity [7, 20]. Furthermore, several follow-up studies
reported an increased incidence of cardiovascular morbidity in
middle-age sleep apnoea patients who were free of such
morbidity at the diagnosis [21–23], even without a change in
apnoea severity [24]. Had additional potential risk factors been
adjusted for, such as medical history at the time of diagnosis,
smoking, alcohol consumption etc. the association between RDI
categories and mortality hazards would most probably be
lower than the findings show. Thus, mortality hazard ratios
associated with the RDI categories 11–30 that only bordered on
statistical significance would possibly move toward 1.0 after
adjustment for additional relevant risk factors. Previous sleep
apnoea mortality studies in which adjustment to confounders,
such as medical condition at diagnosis, was carried out did not
find any association between mortality and the severity of the
syndrome [15, 16]. Since the current authors did not have
reliable data on treatment outcomes, the influence of treatment
on mortality was also not examined. Based on the results of the
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FIGURE 3. Relative all-cause mortality rates and 95% confidence intervals (CI)

by 10-yr age groups in males with respiratory disturbance index .50 referenced to

the corresponding mortality rates in the general population in Israel. p-Value

adjusted for multiple comparisons 0.007. - - - : 95% CI. #: p,0.03; ": p,0.02; ***:

p,0.001.
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FIGURE 4. Relative all-cause mortality rates and 95% confidence intervals (CI)

by 10-yr age groups in males with respiratory disturbance index f30 referenced to

the corresponding mortality rates in the general population in Israel. - - - : 95% CI. p-

Value adjusted for multiple comparisons 0.007. ***: p,0.0001.
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polysomnographic evaluation all patients found to have sleep
apnoea were recommended treatment. In most cases, particu-
larly in the moderate or severe, nasal continuous positive
airway pressure (nCPAP) was recommended; weight reduc-
tion or upper airway surgery was also recommended if
considered appropriate. Although the authors had information
on all patients who underwent nCPAP titration procedure, it
was not known how many actually complied with treatment.
From several follow-up surveys conducted on nCPAP treat-
ment in the authors’ centre, the authors estimate that
compliance with treatment was ,50–60%, which is similar to
that commonly reported in the literature [25]. Likewise, the
authors did not have information on the influence of upper-
airway surgeries or weight reduction protocols on the apnoeas.

The effect of treatment on mortality in sleep apnoea patients
has not been widely studied. VEALE et al. [26] reported that
mortality of sleep apnoea patients treated with nCPAP was no
different than the mortality of the general French population.
Similar results were reported on a smaller group of French
patients by CHAOUAT et al. [27]. In this study, however, nCPAP
treated patients with underlying lung disease appeared to
have higher mortality rates than the general population. In
Spain, MARTI et al. [16], reported that mortality of untreated
sleep apnoea patients was higher than that of the general
population, and that treated patients did not show excess
mortality. However, it should be noted that the mean age at
death in the current study, 62.4 yrs, was not substantially
different than the ages at death in all three studies that
investigated mortality in patients known to be treated with
nCPAP. These were 61.5 in VEALE et al. [26], 63.1 in Chaouart
[27], and 63.0 in MARTI et al. [16]. Further well-controlled
studies are needed to establish the effect of treatment on the
longevity of sleep apnoea patients.

Another possible criticism of the current study is that the
severity of the syndrome, left untreated, could have changed
over time, meaning that the RDI at the initial diagnosis did not
reflect the severity of the syndrome at the end. The few existing
studies that investigated the natural evolution of sleep apnoea
in untreated patients revealed conflicting results. Two studies
reported that mild-to-moderate sleep apnoea may indeed
progress in severity over a relatively short period of time,
while three other studies reported that sleep apnoea is stable
over time [24, 28–31]. Similarly, inconclusive results were
reported in the elderly. PHODA et al. [32] and BLIWISE et al. [33]
reported a mild increase in apnoea indices over a 3- and 5-yr
period, respectively, while ANCOLI-ISRAEL et al. [34] found no
change in RDI in a triple evaluation study over 8.5-yrs.

One of the most important findings of the current study is the
association of mortality of sleep apnoea patients with age.
Even in very severe sleep apnoea syndrome, with RDI .50,
only males aged ,50 yrs, particularly those aged 20–29 yrs,
showed excess all-cause mortality in comparison with their
counterparts in the general population. In this subgroup of
males who had a median of 73 respiratory events per hour of
sleep, the relative mortality rate for ages 20–29 yrs was 9.8,
while it was close to 1.0 for ages 50–79 yrs. Although it was
also significantly higher than the general population in males
aged .80 yrs, this category included a small number of
patients, 17 deceased and 14 living, which may indicate a

chance finding. Although surprising, these findings are
consistent with the results of all previously reported mortality
studies in sleep apnoea. These studies, all based on much
smaller samples than the present study [14–16], reported that
sleep apnoea patients aged ,50 yrs had the highest risk of
mortality and that the risk declined considerably after age
50 yrs. Similar results were also reported in a 10-yr mortality
study of males reporting habitual snoring and excessive
daytime sleepiness, the two most typical complaints of sleep
apnoea patients [35]. Finally, in two independent studies,
ANCOLI–ISRAEL and collegues [36, 37] failed to find an
association between sleep apnoea in the elderly and mortality.

The dramatic decline in the risk of mortality after the age of 50
is perplexing. Patients with severe sleep apnoea have
additional risk factors, which could be expected to greatly
exacerbate their risk of mortality. By the time of their diagnosis
a substantial proportion suffer from cardiovascular morbidity
[19–21]. An independent association between cardiovascular
morbidity and breathing disorders in sleep was reported even
for patients with a very mild form of disordered breathing in
sleep, that falls within the normal range of 1–10 respiratory
events per hour of sleep [5, 8, 38]. The majority of patients with
severe sleep apnoea are obese, adding an independent
mortality risk above and beyond that associated with
cardiovascular morbidity and sleep apnoea [18, 19]. Of note,
the mean BMI of patients with RDI .50 in the current study
was 32.8 Kg?m-2 . Moreover, recent studies from the authors’
own laboratory, and by others, have shown that sleep apnoea
patients free of any cardiovascular disease have evidence of
oxidative stress and inflammatory/immune cell activation,
which may initiate atherogenic processes that cause accumu-
lated damage to the vasculature [1–4]. This was also
corroborated by reports that sleep apnoea patients free of
any cardiovascular disease suffer from endothelial dysfunc-
tion, a subclinical state of atherosclerosis [39–41] that was
shown to be predictive of future cardiovascular events [42, 43].
All these risk factors could be expected to act synergistically to
increase the risk of mortality in these patients.

What may be the explanation that in patients with a confluence
of mortality risk factors excess mortality rates were found only
in those aged ,50 yrs? It is possible that this age-related
decline in relative mortality represents a referral bias of
performing diagnostic sleep recordings in younger sleep
apnoea patients who were at a greater risk of death than the
older patients. This could be due to more severe sleep apnoea
in younger patients or to more comorbidities. Of note, the
authors did not find a difference in sleep apnoea severity
between younger and older patients, and if anything, younger
patients had less comorbidities (data not shown). It is also
possible that treatment of sleep apnoea masked the association
between mortality rates and sleep apnoea in the older age
groups. Thus, if relatively more patients aged .50 yrs were
treated, it would reduce their apnoea severity and conse-
quently also reduce mortality. However, this explanation
appears unlikely in view of the fact that the same age-decline
in mortality rates were also observed in a cohort of treated
patients [26]. Finally, it is tempting to speculate that the age
decline in relative mortality results from the fact that most
sleep apnoea patients successfully adapt to the nightly apnoeic
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events by an as yet an unknown mechanism. Further studies
are needed to verify this exciting possibility.

The present findings have immediate implications concerning
the diagnosis and treatment of sleep apnoea. Currently, most
patients are referred for sleep apnoea diagnosis in their fifth
decade of life when symptoms are severe enough to disrupt
their daily lives or to attract the attention of family members. In
view of the fact that excess mortality in patients with severe
sleep apnoea was found only for patients aged ,50 yrs, it is
evident that diagnosis and treatment will be too late for many
of the patients who are at maximum risk. Therefore, diagnosis
and treatment of sleep apnoea should be done at the youngest
possible age, which requires a more active approach towards
diagnosis by sleep or other healthcare specialists.
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